
Technical description
Wally ladybin for wall mounting, knee opening system. The lid
opens, when the knee touched the bin.With internal removable
bin, with flats for fixing the waste bag.Including bag dispenser on
the left for plastic hygiene bags.

Specificaties

Article number 5667

Material Plastic (White)

H x W x D 360 mm x 220 mm x 220 mm

Weight 2 kg

Guarantee 1 year from the date of purchase

Application Knee opening system

Content 8 litre

All Care B.V.

Storkstraat 41

3905 KX Veenendaal

P.O. Box 374

3900 AJ Veenendaal

The Netherlands

T : +31 (0) 318 517 778

F : +31 (0) 318 514 498

E : info@all-care.eu

Sanitary bin 8 litre + hygiene bag dispenser with knee opening system
plastic, PQHBS
For your female guests a visit to the toilet is more than just that. It is a moment to refresh, touching up make-up and replacing a
sanitary towel. A fully decorated sanitary area will leave your female visitors with a lasting impression. If there was ever a hygiene
sanitary bin developed with a focus on hygiene it would be the knee operated PlastiQline hygiene sanitary bin.  This practical all-
in-one hygiene sanitary bin is a great addition to each female toilet. It opens by pressing your knee against it which will prevent
any unwanted contact with unhygienic surfaces. After use the lid will immediately return to its original position, thereby
containing any unpleasant smells. The bin is fitted with a mounted sanitary bag holder for plastic bags and has an inner container
with four lateral flaps. Are you looking for a practical all-in-one hygiene sanitary bin for your female guests? Then request a quote
now!

All Care, manufacturer of dispenserlines
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